Title: Software Engineer (IOT)

**Duties and Responsibilities:**

- Understanding of C/C++ and a proficiency in a scripting language (i.e. Python, Bash)
- Experience with embedded development. MQTT, I2C or UART a plus.
- Experience with IoT SDK like Google IoT core, Windows 10 IoT
- Experience with Restful API, MQTT is an advantage
- Experience with SQL database and NoSQL would be a plus
- Experience with PHP, C#, JavaScript, JQuery, AJAX, CSS

Title: Data Specialist

**Responsibility:**

- Supports, communicate and interact with other stakeholders to ensure data accuracy
- Be responsible for all data queries raised by the corresponding regional clients and counterparts in a timely manner
- Monitor automated/manual data maintenance processes and contribute to quality improvements regarding quality checks and monitoring processes
- Support the establishment, maintenance, validation, description, accessibility and distribution of high quality data
- Advantageous to have experience in visualization tool such as Tableau, Power BI, Qlikview
- Solid experience in BI development and SQL
- Sound knowledge of data models, database design, data mining and segmentation techniques
- Accountable for full value chain of one or multiple products: from product design, define value-proposition, marketing, solicitation, data analysis, compile reports, to final deliver and evaluate client satisfaction.
- Analysis market trends from internal database and external research; be creative in turning raw and plain figures into market insights.
- Over time, you will be expected to grow industry specific knowledge and derive better solutions to meet your clients’ needs
- To discuss data quality review with business units and supervisors for on-going data quality improvement.
- To support business units for any Customer Information data issue.
- Research and develop algorithms/statistical models to identify business challenges and opportunities, and support developing business strategies.

**Requirements:**

- Degree holder in computing Science, Business Administration, Statistics, or related disciplines
- 1-3 years hands on relevant working experience, Fresh graduate will also be considered
- Experience in retail business analytics is highly preferred
- Good analytical and methodical skills
- Proficient in Python or R
- Well-versed in ERP/CRM systems
- Good team player and able to work independently
- Good communication and interpersonal skills

◆◆ Fringe benefits such as : 5-days work, flexible working hours, bank holidays, 10-15 days annual leave, paternity leave, training/education allowance, outstanding staff award, long service staff award, incentive bonus, business trip insurance, PRC accident emergency insurance, medical insurance claim, weekly snack day etc…….

We offer competitive salary and benefits package with great opportunity for career development to the successful candidate. Please send your detailed resume and expected salary to our Human Resources Department by e-mail recruit@armitage.com.hk. For further info of our company, you may visit our website at www.armitage.com.hk/en/career/open-position.
We are a local software development house and seek for high caliber candidates to join our software development, Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data Analytics, and Cloud Computing. Our existing clients include the biggest business conglomerates and multinational companies.

**Title: Programmers**

**Duties and Responsibilities:**
- Report to Systems Analyst or equivalent
- Assist in confirming business and functional requirements to fulfil users’ expectation
- Assist on applications analysis and design
- To perform programming and testing on applications development
- To draft applications technical and system documentations
- To perform support and maintenance activities on applications

**Skills Requirement:**

(i) **Programmer (JAVA)**
- Programming experience in Java, JavaScript, JSP, CSS, XML, HTML, SQL
- Database experience in MS SQL, Oracle
- Tools experience in Eclipse, Maven, SVN, ANT
- Experience in HTML5 and Mobile (iOS, Android) development is advantage
- Knowledge in Spring, EJB, Hibernate, SOA, MVC design pattern is advantage
- Good command of using English and Chinese

(ii) **Programmer (C#.Net)**
- Programming experience in C#.NET, ASP.NET, XML, SQL
- Database experience in MS SQL, Oracle
- Tools experience in Visual Studio.NET, SVN
- Experience in HTML5 and Mobile (iOS, Android) development is advantage
- Knowledge in SOA, MVC, MVVM design pattern is preferred
- Good command of using English and Chinese

**Title: Assistant ERP Engineer**

**Duties and Responsibilities:**
- Perform product test before product release
- Provide ERP application implementation services and support to clients
- Prepare training material and provide training
- Collect and analysis user requirements and translate them to functional specifications
- Perform system test before deployment of system changes to our clients

**Skills Requirement:**
- High Diploma or above in Computer Science or related discipline
- Independent, self-motivated, and innovative with good problem solving, interpersonal and communication skills
- Team player, committed, Can-Do Spirit
- Fluent in English and Cantonese, ability to speak Putonghua is a plus

◆ We welcome PRC fresh grads too!
◆ Can able to speak Cantonese is preferable if PRC student

Fringe benefits such as: 5-days work, flexible working hours, bank holidays, 10-15 days annual leave, paternity leave, training/education allowance, outstanding staff award, long service staff award, incentive bonus, business trip insurance, PRC accident emergency insurance, medical insurance claim, weekly snack day, quarterly tea party.

We offer competitive salary and benefits package with great opportunity for career development to the successful candidate. Please send your detailed resume and expected salary to our Human Resources Department by e-mail recruit@armitage.com.hk. For further info of our company, you may visit our website at www.armitage.com.hk/en/career/open-position.